Cleaning Service:
RedIRIS AntiMalware
Unified Platform

RedIRIS relies on SPAMINA to clean its affiliate institution’s emails
from threats
RedIRIS is the national research and
education network (NREN) for Spain
providing advanced communications services
to the scientific community and National
Universities
“An email downtime is as serious as a
break in the communication line”
explains Tomás de Miguel, General
Director of RedIRIS

www.spamina.com

RedIRIS trusts SPAMINA technology to launch their
Cleaning Service. For institutions affiliated to RedIRIS
this offer comes for free, protecting the corporate email
with content filtering functionalities, antispam,
malware detection and cleaning. It also includes
Webmail contingency to ensure business continuity.

An Efficient Solution for
Institutions
The release of the Cleaning RedIRIS service
is due to the persistence of Spam and
malware attacks that are increasing to the
institutions. This is the explanation of the
Coordinator of the Email Services of
RedIRIS, Jesús Sanz de las Heras, “Looking
for efficent solutions for our institutions,
we concluded that we could take advantage
of economies of scale to deliver service
protection and cleanliness email”
The solution that RedIRIS have chosen is
Cloud Email Firewall from Spamina. A
solution that is perfectly suited to the needs
of the project by the strength of the
solution, reputation and scalability.
Cloud
Email
Firewall,
incorporates
innovative technologies to protect against
last generation threats such as Simile
Fingerprint Filter®. This technique detects
outgoing
spam,
differentiating
and
separating the legitimate corporate email,
of automated mass mailings. In addition,
the use of detection technologies to analyse
billions of emails every day enables
identifying and blocking incoming malware
and spam in real time, leaving any threats
stored in the cloud of Spamina.
In this way, the institutions will only
receive clean mail, while the spam will
remain to the cloud of Spamina.

“Administrations require solutions that are
flexible, easy to manage and affordable” states
Jesús Sanz de las Heras, Coordinator of the
email services of RedIRIS

A Scalable Architecture
RedIRIS has more than 500 affiliated institutions, their
cleaning service protects daily more than one million emails,
this requires a large capacity of the organization to adapt
contracting services to the needs of each moment. Once again
Spamina Cloud solution enables the service provisioning RedIris
to go according to the requests of their institutions.
“We need a scalable architecture that allows an easily way to
increase the service processing capabilities, not forgetting an
adequate level of support”, says the expert.
The inclusion of Cloud Email Firewall integrated on the Cleaning
service of RedIRIS is the big advantages that this offer to the
institutions:
 Protection of mail storage servers, ensuring mail delivery at
all times.
 Monitored and centralized traffic management 24 x 7
 High availability
 Maintenance 365x7x24
 Elimination of local resources
 Clear solution without installing any additional software
 Contingency Webmail: access to emails stored on the
platform in case of server crashes
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